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a b s t r a c t 

Stimuli norming (the process of controlling experimental items to minimise bias) is important for the validity of psycholinguistic experiments. Survey norming (asking 

large numbers of people to rate or otherwise define the items) is typically used for this purpose but requires large samples. Clinical populations are not always large, 

nor easy to reach. Clinical participants often have ongoing symptomatology, and some cohorts experience language and communication difficulties. We present a 

corpus-linguistic method suitable for clinical populations for which survey norming is difficult or inappropriate. We also include the experiment generated, which 

measures metaphor-creation behaviour in schizophrenia to test Cognitive Constraint Theory (CCT) in clinical and nonclinical populations (see S2.1). We describe 

the design rationale before outlining the design stages in tutorial form. This allows us to show readers why the approach was needed and support them to consider 

and respond to the challenges that we encountered. We conclude that it is easier to consider norming and design practices in parallel when experimental units are 

defined linguistically. Corpus stimuli norming provides a versatile alternative when survey norming is prohibitive, especially in speech pathology. 

1. Introduction 

This paper is both a case for greater corpus norming (the name we 

give to the process for which we’re arguing) uptake and an illustrative 

tutorial for those seeking to involve applied linguists within their exper- 

imental work. Our primary audience is applied (corpus) linguists, whose 

expertise is of particular value to experimental psycholinguists. We ask 

readers to view this as a position paper first and tutorial second, as our 

main argument is about the value of linguistic corpora in the design of 

language experiments. This generally calls for more dialogue between 

applied corpus linguists and experimental psychologists and psycholin- 

guists, especially when engaging clinical questions and populations. The 

tutorial component is our way of providing evidence of a working re- 

sult that also confers practical benefits to the wider research community. 

Note that the particulars of this experimental design relate to hypotheses 

of whether people with a diagnosis of schizophrenia show preferences 

in the syntactic variation of literary devices and whether these are con- 

sistent with those shown to some extent in nonclinical populations. 

Most language use occurs in the field. Most language measure- 

ment occurs in the lab. Language loses its everyday context in the lab 

( Clark and Bangerter, 2004 ), and so language experiments suffer prob- 

lems of ecological validity. Clinical language studies are primarily inter- 

ested in how pathology affects everyday language, rather than task per- 

formance in controlled contexts. Our aim was a controlled experiment 

suitable for participants with a diagnosis of schizophrenia that would ad- 

vance our understanding of everyday language use in this cohort. We are 

particularly interested in whether metaphor comprehension influences 
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formal thought disorder or incoherent speech ( McKenna and Oh, 2005 ; 

Demjaha et al. 2017). We chose to begin stimuli selection with items 

present in linguistic corpora, so that items were taken from an everyday 

usage context. This approach is similar to survey norming, but the order 

of stimuli creation is reversed. In survey norming, stimuli are designed 

and then presented to large samples who rate various attributes, such as 

subjective visual complexity for picture items. Our corpus-norming ap- 

proach filters language data derived from large samples to create stim- 

uli. It is ideal for situations where time, cost, and feasibility limitations 

prohibit a standalone norming study. Corpus norming is no less repro- 

ducible, because searches (keywords, dates, full results) are easily re- 

ported and compared. See Burnard’s (2002) appraisal of British National 

Corpus (BNC; 2007) construction for other metrics. 

Reproducibility is especially important for experiments based on Rel- 

evance Theory, where pragmatically different stimuli generate mixed 

findings (Nicolle &Clarke, 1999; Van Der Henst and Sperber, 2004 ). This 

is important because such experiments are used to study pragmatic dis- 

ability. Corpus norming also provides insights about the patterns that 

language users tend to overlook, providing data that survey approaches 

cannot. Our main suggestion is that corpus norming shows potential and 

would benefit from greater uptake. 

Our reasons for writing this tutorial are closely tied to our reasons 

for developing the method. The problem is a lack of interdisciplinary 

design. We required an experiment that combined linguistic, psycho- 

logical/psycholinguistic, and psychiatric viewpoints. We developed our 

own because we could not find an extant example relevant to our re- 

search question. This may have to do with language experiments being 
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uncommon in linguistics ( Gilquin and Gries, 2009 ). Linguistic theory is 

also uncommon in experimental psychology. Design errors in language 

experiments tend to be mainly linguistic or methodological for these rea- 

sons. Linguists and psychologists are trying to do independently what 

requires the sum of their knowledge and skills. This manifests concep- 

tually as one reference to ‘experimentation’ in The Oxford Handbook of 

Cognitive Linguistics (Geeraerts & Cuyckens, 2007) and no reference to 

‘corpora’ in the Handbook of Psycholinguistics ( Fernández et al., 2018 ). It 

occurs practically in examples like Ferber (1995) , where reliability and 

validity issues were identified in a corpus of verbal slips. These could 

have been anticipated during construction with psychological input. 

A handful of studies have successfully used corpora to support ex- 

perimental studies directly or indirectly. Much of this small body of 

work has been about the latter. Schreuder and Kerkman (1987) high- 

lighted the importance of word frequency for language cognition and 

corpora as reliable sources of that information. The London-Lund 

Corpus was used to generalise estimates of speech error rates over- 

all ( Garnham et al., 1982 ) and production mechanisms for adults 

and children ( Wijnen, 1992 ) and aphasic and non-aphasic adults 

( Schwartz et al., 1994 ). 

More recent and direct applications come from experimental seman- 

tics and pragmatics ( Bezuidenhout, 2010 ; Archer and Grundy, 2011). 

Many of these are experimental designs motivated by corpus findings. 

This makes sense because corpus analyses generate correlational find- 

ings and causal findings require experimentation (De Ruiter, 2013). Spe- 

nader’s (2002) corpus study of presupposition accommodation, where 

‘my dog…’ is accommodated by presupposing has a dog , recommended 

further work on presupposition triggers: too , the aspectual adverbs still 

and already , and definite noun phrases. This motivated experimental 

work on reading times and acceptability ratings. Examples include ac- 

ceptability ratings of the returned action triggers the and too by con- 

text plausibility (Singh et al. 2015), acceptability ratings for several 

trigger types by presuppositional context, ( Tiemann et al., 2011 ), and 

reading time by varied noun phrase definiteness and context plausi- 

bility ( L. Frazier, 2006 ). This extends to syntax studies of antecedent 

selection. Corpus work (Arnold, 1998) on preferential resolution for 

first-position or subject referents (such as he denoting Mark in Mark 

called Dave. He was upset. ) motivated clinical (autism) narrative elicita- 

tion (Arnold, 2009) and general pronoun resolution and sentence con- 

tinuation tasks (Kehler, 2008). Related corpus work checked whether 

an antecedent’s properties influence accented pronouns, before a pro- 

duction experiment on whether they signal topic shifts ( Wolters and 

Beaver, 2001 ). Related production experiments include sentence contin- 

uation tasks ( Stevenson et al., 1994 ), manipulations of speaker attention 

( Brennan, 1995 ), and oral story continuation combined with post-hoc 

corpus analyses (Arnold, 2001). 

Corpus data have also challenged causational studies. Data on in- 

fants’ mental-state verb use, namely differences at ages two and three 

between conversational and genuine references to mental states, chal- 

lenged the design of false-belief tasks (Shatz et al.1983; Bartsch and 

Wellman, 1995 ). A comparison of three conversational corpora, favour- 

ing signal response over anticipation models of turn-taking, challenged 

experimental findings on floor transfer onsets (FTOs), or timings calcu- 

lated by subtracting offset from onset times ( Heldner and Edlund, 2010 ). 

Further, corpus studies associate turn endings with completion points: 

syntactic and intonational ( Caspers, 2003 ), complete in grammar or 

sound, and pragmatic, complete in purpose (Ford & Thompson, 1996). 

Corpus findings raise questions for experimental testing and replication 

issues benefit from corpus investigation. 

Other uses include hypothesis formation ( Westera and 

Brasoveanu, 2014 ), developing a typology ( Sassoon, 2012 ) and 

acceptability ratings ( Sassoon, 2013 ) for theory-building, ruling out 

explanations for experimental findings ( Van Tiel et al. 2016 ), compar- 

ing child and adult speech ( Eiteljoerge et al., 2018 ), and developing 

natural language stimuli ( Degen, 2015 ). Some work has looked at 

extrapolating psycholinguistic variables from corpora using machine 

learning approaches ( Mandera et al., 2015 ). This is however very 

different from what we describe in Section 2 . 

The above approaches are rarer in health research. Corpus health ap- 

plications include metaphor use in chronic pain ( Munday et al., 2020 ), 

metaphoricity in schizophrenia ( Bilgrami et al., 2020 ), comparing the 

Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC; Pennebaker, 2017) internal 

dictionary to human pain ratings ( Ziemer and Korkmaz, 2017 ), and pro- 

noun use in patient information sheets ( Isaacs et al., 2020 ). There is 

much less on developing natural language stimuli for clinical cohorts. 

Researchers have been enhancing experiments with corpora for some 

time. The attached literature is however limited. There is even less 

work on the processes required to situate corpus-derived stimuli within 

broader study designs. This is before considering the requirements of 

clinical populations. The limited literature is nonetheless diverse and 

demonstrates how versatile corpora can be. We hope that our tutorial de- 

scription and materials encourage discussion and further developments. 

2. Tutorial 

2.1. Overview 

We cover our design in three stages: stimuli selection, building stim- 

uli lists, and fitting lists to the experimental design. Our experience was 

not this linear. We worked across stages and encourage readers to do 

the same, although it is helpful to partition things in this way where 

possible. We also stress the value of record keeping. 

Our experiment is about sensory metaphors and whether language 

pathology has any effect on them. We specifically looked at synaesthetic 

metaphors. Synaesthesia describes both a neurological condition and a 

literary technique. Linguistic synaesthesia occurs when words relating to 

discrete senses are grammatically combined. The example smelly light is 

a synaesthesia because the olfactory adjective modifies the visual noun. 

Metaphors are created by mapping source qualities onto targets. 1 

We take a Conceptual Mapping Theory (CMT) approach to metaphor 

( Lakoff and Johnson, 1980 ; Gibbs and Ortony, 2008 ) over analogical or 

categorisation approaches ( Holyoak and Stamenkovi ć, 2018 ) because 

our experiment tests CCT ( Shen, 2002 ). The theory suggests that people 

prefer synaesthesias where a less salient (as the term is used in CMT, cf. 

corpus linguisitcs) sense modifies a more salient one. CCT argues that 

source-target mappings adhere to a sensory hierarchy in which vision 

is most salient, followed by sound, smell, taste, and touch. An example 

of such a preference would be using warm / touch to modify glow/vision 

(rather than the reverse). CCT suggests a cognitive rather than contextual 

basis because corpus work locates these preferences across languages, 

historical/temporal, and stylistic contexts. It however lacks sufficient 

experimental support. We therefore designed our experiment to permit 

a test of CCT in the nonclinical sample (to explore CCT’s claims) as well 

as a broader group comparison of syntactic preferences for linguistic 

synaesthesia in clinical and nonclinical groups independent of CCT (to 

explore FTD in schizophrenia). 

The example smelly opinion is a metaphor because opinion borrows 

the olfactory qualities of smelly . A synaesthetic metaphor is a construc- 

1 We appreciate that some definitions of metaphor require not only a source- 

target mapping but also for source characteristics to meaningfully contribute to 

understanding the target. Smelly opinion is therefore only a metaphor by these 

definitions if the qualities of smelly inform an understanding of opinion . We op- 

erationalised sensory metaphors on source-target relations alone because our 

experiment assesses (1) how corpus norming informs past research on syntactic 

preferences under a conceptual mapping approach and (2) whether individuals 

with a diagnosis of schizophrenia display preferences comparable to individu- 

als with no known psychiatric history. It also made sense to hold this dimen- 

sion constant because schizophrenia is associated with semanto-pragmatic dif- 

ficulties that are currently difficult to control due to their heterogeneity. Our 

experiment could be used to explore participant approaches to ground across 

prominent theories of metaphor. 

2 
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tion that adheres to the rules of both. We operationalised synaesthetic 

metaphors by splitting them into primes and responses. This allowed 

us to blind participants to their metaphor-creation. This is what our 

experiment does at the theoretical level. At the practical level, we mea- 

sured preferences for combining synaesthetic pairs of sensory adjectives 

with concrete or abstract nouns in people with and without a diag- 

nosis of schizophrenia. Most of our design work went into stimuli se- 

lection because sensory adjectives are sensitive to many psycholinguis- 

tic confounders ( Huisman and Majid, 2018 ). We also considered that 

schizophrenia cohorts are small and hard to recruit, not least because 

so few people meet clinical (diagnosis of schizophrenia) and experimen- 

tal (well enough to take part) criteria. This is why we talk about stimuli 

selection first and why it forms the bulk of our approach. 

2.2. Selecting stimuli 

We select control variables whenever we select stimuli. Researchers 

are known to select the former intuitively ( Noveck and Sperber, 2004 ). 

We discourage this because it biases data. Some of the most popular 

picture-naming controls affect naming speed ( Perret and Bonin, 2019 ) 

for example. We encourage readers to instead predict confounders 

and work backwards systematically, consolidating as much as possi- 

ble. Our priority was accessible vocabulary. We wanted to avoid results 

based on lack of understanding. Vocabulary is important in schizophre- 

nia and other conditions that affect semantic memory ( Hwang et al., 

2021 ). We operationalised accessibility through word frequency, be- 

cause words common in everyday speech tend to be acquired earlier 

( Pagel and Meade, 2018 ). We avoid saying that we operationalised ac- 

cessible vocabulary as age of acquisition because word frequency and 

age of acquisition exert different effects ( Dewhurst et al., 1998 ). High- 

frequency words also benefit from high-readability and processing flu- 

ency ( Chen and Meurers, 2018 ). We began with potential sources of 

linguistic bias. 

We then focused on our perceptual adjectives. These are difficult 

to operationalise. Non-visual types ( sound, smell, taste, touch ) lack con- 

struct validity. This shows in picture tasks: representing tall is easier than 

salty . The same applies to internal states ( happy ) and aesthetic evalua- 

tions ( beautiful ). Context-of-use is also important. Beautiful can relate to 

visual or auditory aesthetics. Bitter can describe a taste or internal state. 

These challenges prompt inventive responses, like representing beauti- 

ful in terms of modified facial symmetry ( Liao et al., 2016 ; Liao and 

Meskin, 2017 ). 

We wanted maximum accessibility, construct validity, and represen- 

tation ease with minimal polysemy. Our approach resembled a waterfall 

process ( Bomarius et al., 2009 ). We essentially listed potential limita- 

tions, ranked them, and used this to determine our item-development 

priorities. Accessible vocabulary was the highest priority, and so we 

began there. We first searched for accessible sensory adjectives in the 

vocabulary level lists ( Nation, 2004 ) provided with AntWordProfiler 

1.5.1. (Antony, 2021). These lists are derived from the most common 

word families in the British National Corpus (BNC, 2007). We found 

a few in the higher vocabulary brackets. There were not enough, and 

they were quite inaccessible. This step also revealed the need for an op- 

erational definition for sensory adjectives. We then stepped back from 

vocabulary profiling based on 10,000 word families and instead looked 

at word frequency across the BNC at large. The BNC allows users to 

generate custom frequency lists. We saw this as an opportunity to intro- 

duce experimental controls. BNC adjectives are tagged as general (AJ0), 

comparative (AJC), and superlative (AJS). We excluded AJC types be- 

cause comparatives draw attention to their counterparts. We excluded 

AJS types because scalar endpoints emphasise one end of a scale. This 

gave us a list of the most frequent general adjectives in the BNC. The BNC 

categorises nouns as number neutral common (NN0), singular common 

(NN1), plural common (NN2), and singular and plural proper (NP0). We 

excluded all but singular common to rule out variations in grammatical 

number and references to proper single entities. This gave us a list of 

the most frequent singular common nouns in the BNC. 

Replicating this step: 

• register to use BNCweb ( http://bncweb.lancs.ac.uk/bncwebSignup/ 

user/login.php ) 

• login to BNCweb 

• click ‘frequency lists’ 

• choose ‘AJ0’ from POS tag list 

• select ‘containing’ for ‘word pattern’ 

• select ‘Whole BNC’ for ‘range of texts’ 

• click ‘show list’ 

• select ‘Download whole Frequency List’ from the ‘New Frequency 

List’ dropdown 

• click ‘go’ 

• repeat the above steps for ‘NN1’ 

We then extended this approach to address other limitations. This is 

what we mean by consolidation. Our next stage was about defining sen- 

sory adjectives. We used the UCREL Semantic Analysis System (USAS; 

Rayson et al., 2004 ), within Wmatrix 4 ( Rayson, 2008 ). USAS is a tool for 

automatic semantic analysis. Its taxonomy of 21 major discourse fields 

and 232 categories contains taste (X3.1), sound (X3.2), touch (X3.3), sight 

(X3.4), and smell (X3.5) subcategories. It assigns these tags using robust 

methods (see Rayson et al., 2004 ). We screened our adjective frequency 

list for the sensory tags above. This gave us a reduced frequency list of 

sensory adjectives. We also screened our singular common noun frequency 

list for general object (O2) and thought, belief (X2.1) subcategories. This 

gave us a reduced frequency list of semantically concrete and abstract 

nouns. We chose single subcategories rather than groups of related sub- 

categories to minimise noise. 

Replicating this step 

2 : 

• open the downloaded ‘AJ0’ and ‘NN1’ frequency lists 

• copy list content into spreadsheet software 

• extract word column only (without ‘word’ header) 

• create new word-only lists 

• register to use Wmatrix 4 or 5 ( https://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/wmatrix/ ) 

• login to Wmatrix 4 or 5 

• click ‘tag wizard’ 

• click ‘browse’ and select word-only ‘AJ0’ list 

• click ‘upload now’ 

• download USAS tagged output (not CLAWS) 

• extract only ‘AJ0’ list words tagged ‘X3.1 ′ –‘X3.5 ′ 

• repeat the above steps for ‘NN1’ 

• extract only NN1 words tagged O2 and X2.1 

We extended the approach again using LIWC (Pennebaker, 2017). 

LIWC is a sentiment analysis tool that uses an internal dictionary with 

psychometric properties ( Pennebaker et al., 2015 ). Its taxonomy cov- 

ers 82 variables including affect and perceptual processes . We excluded 

everything tagged with affect to rule out valence. We kept sensory ad- 

jectives and general object nouns tagged with perceptual processes . We 

excluded thought, belief nouns tagged with perceptual processes . This step 

yielded two further reduced frequency lists, controlled for valence and 

psychometric overlap. 

Replicating this step 

3 : 

• register to use LIWC2015 or LIWC-22 ( https://www.liwc.app ) 

• install/run LIWC2015 or LIWC-22 

• click ‘category options’ 

2 Note that this step was carried out in Wmatrix4 and is reported here as it 

was carried out at the time. Wmatrix5 has since been released and may involve 

slightly different steps. 
3 Note that this step was carried out in LIWC2015 and is reported here as it 

was carried out at the time. LIWC2022 has since been released and may involve 

slightly different steps. 

3 
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• click ‘select none’ 

• select ‘affect’ and ‘perceptual processes’ 

• click ‘OK’ 

• click ‘categorise words’ 

• select word-only ‘AJ0’ list 

• click ‘file’ 

• choose ‘save results’ 

• repeat the above steps for ‘NN1’ 

• exclude and retain items accordingly 

This procedure created two lists of potential stimuli with the follow- 

ing properties: 

• highest BNC frequency semantically sensory, non-affective, psycho- 

metrically perceptual general adjectives 

• highest BNC frequency semantically concrete, non-affective, psycho- 

metrically perceptual general object nouns 

• highest BNC frequency semantically abstract, non-affective, thought, 

belief nouns 

We draw reader attention to how each stage informed surrounding 

stages. Sensory was operationalised semantically (USAS, sensory) and 

psychometrically (LIWC, perceptual processes ). Most important is how the 

LIWC stage (combined with others) allowed us to introduce a linguistic- 

pragmatic aspect between sensory adjectives and general object nouns, 

with perceptual processes operationalised as a source of shared contex- 

tual meaning. We operationalised contextual meaning psychometrically 

because our total sample included people with and without impaired 

semantic knowledge. Concrete was operationalised semantically (USAS, 

general object ), psychometrically (LIWC, perceptual processes ), and prag- 

matically (LIWC, perceptual processes ). Abstract was operationalised se- 

mantically (USAS, thought, belief ), psychometrically (LIWC, not perceptual 

processes ), and pragmatically (LIWC, not perceptual processes ). 

We then revisited our research aims to decide how many adjectives 

and nouns to extract from these final lists. 

2.3. Building stimuli lists 

Our experiment measures blinded metaphor-creation preferences in 

clinical and non-clinical groups, and most of Section 2.2 . was about that. 

We also wanted it to test CCT. CCT experiments have looked at synaes- 

thetic metaphors both as word pairs and as within sentence contexts 

( Shen and Aisenman, 2008 ). 

We broke the metaphor-creation task into prime and response com- 

ponents. We operationalised synaesthetic word pairs within the prime 

component. We paired sensory adjectives from different modalities (e.g. 

touch and vision) to form primes. We operationalised metaphoricity 

within the response component. Participant responses were about noun 

selection. This means that a prime functions as a synaesthetic word pair 

before the participant chooses a noun. It also means that the prime 

functions as a joint-modifier to the noun after the choice is made. 

The prime is non-metaphoric but synaesthetic in isolation. The nouns 

are non-metaphoric and non-synaesthetic in isolation. Choosing a noun 

transforms the prime and noun into synaesthetic metaphor components. 

Task engagement alters the stimuli properties for prime and response. 

CCT experiments suggest that the preference holds for both synaesthetic 

metaphors and (non-metaphoric) synaesthetic word pairs in sentence 

contexts ( Shen and Aisenman, 2008 ). We therefore considered it reason- 

able to combine them into a single task. We needed to be able to vary 

syntactic/grammatical order easily because CCT is ultimately a syntactic 

theory. We found it easier to vary the order of the adjectives/primes and 

responses/nouns separately by using this metaphor-splitting approach. 

This brought us back to our final frequency lists and stimuli list con- 

struction. 

We used tables to keep track and encourage readers to consider 

the same. This stage became increasingly complex and quick visual 

overviews resolved many points of confusion. We calculated permu- 

tations of the sensory subcategories. Permutations are for when order 

matters. This is true for syntax. We calculated permutations without 

repetition, meaning no duplicates ( smell-smell ). We had five sensory sub- 

categories ( n = 5) and wanted them in pairs ( r = 2). This gave us 20 

permutations. We separated them according to CCT. 10 followed the 

preferred syntax ( touch-sight ) and 10 the other ( sight-touch ). We spent 

considerable time working out how many adjectives were needed to en- 

sure that each adjective ( visual ), adjective-pairing/prime ( visual quiet ), 

sensory subcategory ( sight ), and sensory subcategory pairing ( sight-sound ) 

repeated equally, wanting to avoid exposure effects. Our tables were es- 

pecially useful here. We extracted the three highest-frequency adjectives 

for each sensory subcategory from our adjective frequency list (see Tables 

1–3 in Appendix I ). Some top-three tokens shared a lemma, like sweet 

and sweetened . We chose one token per lemma when this happened, 

namely the higher frequency one. We chose only three adjectives be- 

cause (1) it was the minimum required for equal exposures given our 

permutations and (2) some sensory subcategories had only three ad- 

jectives left after Section 2.2 . This gave us a list of sensory adjectives 

( Table 1 ), a list of 90 primes in the preferred syntax ( Table 2 ), and a 

list of 90 primes in the nonpreferred-syntax ( Table 3 ). Each sensory ad- 

jective repeats 12 times in Table 2 and 12 times in Table 3 , 24 overall. 

No sensory adjective pairing repeats. Each sensory subcategory repeats 

four times in Table 2 and four times in Table 3 , eight overall. No sensory 

subcategory pairing repeats. 

With adjectives, we calculated permutations of the sensory subcate- 

gories. We then calculated the fewest adjectives required for equal ex- 

posures. We then distributed the adjectives equally across the permuta- 

tions. We calculated permutations for the nouns differently because we 

do not vary them across presentations in the same way as the adjectives. 

Participants always have a choice of concrete or abstract nouns, whereas 

they may see a smell-taste prime in one presentation and a sight-touch 

prime in the next. We repeated our adjective extraction method with 

the final frequency list for nouns, selecting three general object and three 

thought, belief . This gave us a list of six nouns ( Table 4 ). We then realised 

the need to vary the noun syntax to avoid reading order and primacy 

effects. We calculated permutations for the nouns themselves, without 

repetition. We had six nouns ( n = 6) and wanted them in pairs ( r = 2). 

This gave us 30 permutations. 12 of these were single-subcategory ( edge 

boomerang being concrete-concrete ). We set those aside because the ex- 

periment requires one concrete and one abstract noun per presentation, 

not two of the same subcategory. This gave us 18 permutations. We sep- 

arated them into two syntactic orders. Nine were concrete first ( Table 5 ) 

and nine were abstract first ( Table 6 ). Each noun repeats three times in 

Table 5 and three times in Table 6 , six overall. No noun pair repeats. 

The concrete-abstract subcategory pairing repeats once overall ( across 

Tables 5 and 6 ) but not within Tables 5 or 6 . 

We also wanted to make sure that our items were novel, to control 

for familiarity effects. Past work has used human raters to assess novelty 

( Shen and Aisenman, 2008 ). We used a corpus approach. We queried 

each prime in the BNC using the search operator << s >> . This counts 

how often a term appears in the same sentence 4 (in a typical British 

context), not necessarily side-by-side. We did the same for noun pairs. 

All primes and noun pairs co-occurred in this way at rates of fewer than 

20 per 100 million words. We considered this novelty and moved on. 

We had two lists of primes and two lists of noun pairs at this stage. 

Our next step was to combine these into final stimuli lists. This required 

us to consider how the lists in-hand related to our broader experimental 

design. 

4 It’s important to note that the BNC spoken and written are format- 

ted/transcribed differently (grammatical sentences versus comma-punctuated 

utterances). When we say ‘appears in the same sentence’, we refer to the sen- 

tence length value (derived from w-tags per s-unit) common to both the written 

BNC and the spoken BNC. w-tags are considered comparable to words, and s- 

units are considered comparable to sentences. 
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2.4. Fitting lists to the design 

We thought about our lists in terms of our variables, planned infer- 

ential tests, and other design decisions. We use this section to highlight 

how our view of language is influenced by design decisions and vice 

versa. 

Our next step was about turning finalised item lists into final stimuli 

lists. We had 90 preferred - syntax primes, 90 nonpreferred - syntax primes, 9 

literal-first noun pairs, and 9 abstract-first noun pairs. We wanted to avoid 

interstimulus priming, specifically one syntactic order biasing the other 

( Bonini et al., 1999 ; Frazier et al. 2008). This is especially important 

here because semantic priming effects in schizophrenia appear specific 

to formal thought disorder ( Pomarol-Clotet et al., 2008 ). We decided to 

counterbalance by allocating half of the sample to different item sets. 

We wanted no single participant to see both syntactic possibilities. This 

decision had widespread design implications. We needed to present all 

participants with an equal number of preferred and nonpreferred-syntax 

primes. We also needed to present all participants with an equal num- 

ber of literal-first and abstract-first noun pairs. We also wanted the prime- 

noun combinations to differ. This was complicated by our need to work 

mainly with sets of 3, 5, and 9. We first cut our prime lists in half and 

shuffled them. This involved combining the first 45 nonpreferred-syntax 

primes with the last 45 preferred-syntax primes. We did the same in re- 

verse, combining the first 45 preferred-syntax primes with the last 45 

nonpreferred-syntax primes. We then distributed our 18 noun pairs across 

our newly shuffled prime lists. This gave us two distinct lists ( Tables 7 

and 8 ). List A ( Table 7 ) uses nonpreferred-syntax primes with literal-first 

nouns (for items 1 to 45) and preferred-syntax primes with abstract-first 

nouns (for items 45 to 90). List B ( Table 8 ) uses preferred-syntax primes 

with literal-first nouns (for items 1–45) and nonpreferred-syntax primes 

with abstract-first nouns (for items 45 to 90). This means that list A and B 

participants experience the same number of preferred- and nonpreferred- 

syntax primes, the same number of literal-first and abstract-first noun 

pairs, and the same number of the same words. It also means that list 

A and B participants do not experience the same prime-response pairings 

and see different words for preferred-syntax primes, nonpreferred-syntax 

primes, literal-first nouns, and abstract-first nouns. This helps us under- 

stand whether list-specific features influence the data. Each sensory ad- 

jective ( visual ) repeats 12 times in Table 7 and 12 times in Table 8 , 

24 overall. No sensory adjective pair/prime ( visual smelly ) repeats. Each 

sensory subcategory ( sight ) repeats 36 times in Table 7 and 36 times in 

Table 8 , 72 overall. Each sensory subcategory pairing ( sight-sound ) re- 

peats nine times in Table 7 and nine times in Table 8 , 18 overall. Each 

noun ( edge ) repeats 30 times in Table 7 and 30 times in Table 8 , 60 over- 

all. Each noun pair ( edge consideration ) repeats five times in Table 7 and 

five times in Table 8 , 10 overall. Each noun subcategory ( general ob- 

ject/thought, belief ) repeats 90 times in Table 7 and 90 times in Table 8 , 

180 overall. There is only one noun subcategory pairing ( general object- 

thought, belief ) in Table 7 and Table 8 . We wanted to make sure that 

none of these elements loaded in a given direction, such as having 10 

sight adjectives but only 8 sound adjectives. The actual counts are not 

important to this aim, only equal weightings. We discuss related limita- 

tions in Section 3 . 

We also remembered around this time a forgotten plan to create prac- 

tice and distractor item lists. We constructed these with the items previ- 

ously excluded from the main sets. This allowed us to use all generated 

permutations in a balanced way, except six noun subcategory pairings 

that we discuss later. We draw reader attention to the permutation calcu- 

lations described in Section 2.3 , specifically that these were conducted 

without repetition . We recalculated permutations for the sensory adjec- 

tives, this time with repetition . This gave us 25 permutations. These five 

extra permutations were sensory subcategory duplicates ( touch-touch ). It 

was possible to create two types of prime within this subcategory. We 

could repeat sensory adjectives ( visual ) or match different sensory ad- 

jectives from the same subcategory ( visual watchful ). Both types were 

not used in the main item lists. We also recalculated permutations for 

the noun pairs, this time with repetition . This gave us 36 permutations. 

These six extra permutations were single-subcategory noun pairs ( edge- 

sharpener ). It was also possible to create two types of noun pair within 

this subcategory. We could repeat nouns ( edge ) or match different nouns 

from the same subcategory ( edge sharpener ). Both types were not used in 

the main item lists. We assigned duplicate primes ( visual ) to the practice 

lists because we wanted to signal that they were not proper task items. 

We assigned same-subcategory ( visual watchful ) primes to the distrac- 

tor list because they more closely resembled the main items. We then 

distributed the unused single-subcategory ( boomerang edge ) noun pairs 

equally across the practice and distractor lists. We had to cut six dupli- 

cates of the same noun ( edge ) to make Sections 2.2 to 2.4 work. Luckily 

the only items we could not place were those we did not need. This gave 

us two practice lists ( Tables 9 and 10 ) and two distractor lists ( Tables 11 

and 12 ). 

It was not possible to balance concrete and abstract nouns within these 

lists. This is because we were using single-subcategory noun pairs ( edge 

sharpener ) and working with sets of 5 and 3. We responded by coun- 

terbalancing them across lists. List A practice items ( Table 9 ) used con- 

crete noun pairs, and List B practice items ( Table 10 ) used abstract noun 

pairs. List A distractor items ( Table 11 ) used abstract noun pairs, and 

List B distractor items ( Table 12 ) used concrete noun pairs. Practice lists 

A and B contain the same sensory adjective duplicates ( smelly smell ). Dis- 

tractor lists A and B contain single-subcategory primes ( smelly fragrant ). 

Practice lists A and B use different noun subcategories ( concrete in A is 

abstract in B). Distractor lists A and B use different noun subcategories 

( abstract in A is concrete in B). Distractor lists A and B present primes 

in different syntactic orders ( fragrant aromatic in A is aromatic fragrant 

in B). Each sensory adjective ( visual ) repeats twice in Table 9 , twice in 

Table 10 , twice in Table 11 , and twice in Table 12 , eight overall. Sen- 

sory duplicate primes ( aromatic ) repeat across Tables 9 and 10 (but not 

within Table 9 or Table 10 ). No single-subcategory prime ( aromatic fra- 

grant ) repeats in Table 11 or Table 12 . Each sensory subcategory ( sight ) 

repeats six times in Table 9 , six times in Table 10 , six times in Table 11 , 

and six times in Table 12 , 24 overall. Each sensory subcategory pairing 

( sound-sound ) repeats three times in Table 9 , three times in Table 10 , 

three times in Table 11 , and three times in Table 12 , 12 overall. Each 

sensory single-subcategory prime ( aromatic fragrant ) repeats once (in re- 

verse) across Tables 11 and 12 (but not within Table 11 or Table 12 ). 

Each concrete noun ( edge ) repeats 10 times in Table 9 and 10 times in 

Table 12 , 20 overall. Each abstract noun (opinion) repeats 10 times in 

Table 10 and 10 times in Table 11 , 20 overall. Each concrete noun pair 

( edge sharpener ) repeats five times in Table 9 and five times in Table 12 , 

10 overall. Each abstract noun pair repeats five times in Table 10 and five 

times in Table 11 , 10 overall. The general object-general object subcategory 

pairing repeats once across Tables 9 and 12 (but not within Tables 9 and 

12 ). The thought, belief-thought, belief subcategory pairing repeats once 

across Tables 10 and 11 (but not within Tables 10 and 11 ). This gave us 

two stimuli pathways, A and B. Each has its own main, practice, and dis- 

tractor list (see Appendix I ). These lists influenced much of the broader 

design. 

The steps in Sections 2.2 to 2.4 led to an important theoretical ques- 

tion: are syntactic variations ( aromatic fragrant vs fragrant aromatic ) 

counterbalanced forms of one experimental unit or two different units? 

The answer determines whether a repeated measures or independent 

groups design is used. We answered linguistically (two different units) at 

this point because syntactic differences impact the semantic properties 

of words and phrases. We nonetheless tested our item lists against sev- 

eral designs (repeated measures and independent groups), to determine 

best fit and independent groups compatibility. We ruled out a 2 × 2 

fully-within subjects design (when there are two independent variables, 

each with two levels, and all participants experience all items/orders) 

because it did not accommodate control of interstimulus priming and 

lengthened the experiment. Complete randomisation required over 2000 

presentations for example. We ruled out a fully-between-subjects de- 

sign (when there are two independent variables, each with two levels, 
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and one group experiences one set of items/order but not the other) 

because the only way to preserve balanced exposures and control inter- 

stimulus priming was by unintentionally pairing stimuli ( preferred syntax 

primes with only concrete-first nouns). We could not use a 2 × 2 mixed- 

factorial design (when there are two independent variables, each with 

two levels, and one of is tested as between-subjects while the other is 

tested as within-subjects) because it did not accommodate balanced ex- 

posures. We then explored suitable inferential tests that accommodated 

independent groups and our assigning half of each population (clinical 

and control) to different lists. It became clear that we needed a mixed- 

model analysis to account for missing data (see Goos and Gilmour, 2012 ; 

Padilla and Algina, 2007 ; Næs et al., 2007 ; Bates et al., 2007 ). The prob- 

lem was that our aim was about studying syntactic variation. We also 

expected exposure to both variations to bias the data. Our lists deal with 

this by making sure that no participant sees both orders. The differences 

between both orders are however what we are studying. We therefore 

need to compare responses to both orders in samples that experienced 

only one. A traditional crossover is not a solution because we have two 

populations. We also wanted to make participation comfortable, espe- 

cially for a clinical cohort with known language difficulties. The chosen 

design needed to preserve equal exposures, control interstimulus prim- 

ing, permit randomisation at multiple levels and more without lengthen- 

ing the experiment. We required a mixed model for all of these reasons. 

Multi-level and mixed-effects models are incidentally neglected in cor- 

pus linguistics ( Gries, 2015 ). 

Figs. 1-2 

A split-plot design ( Fisher, 1960 ) met all criteria. Split plots are un- 

derused in behavioural research ( Zhao et al., 2018 ) and used unknow- 

ingly elsewhere ( Jones and Nachtsheim, 2009 ) They suit factors that 

are hard to vary, like our equalised but differing adjective, noun, prime, 

and response counts. Factors that are easier to randomise are nested 

within factors that are harder to randomise. This is ideal because our 

list structures mirror split-plot structures. We nested noun stimuli within 

the sensory subcategory pairings because the former were easier to ran- 

domise. This is why we shifted from calculating permutations of sensory 

subcategory pairings to permutations of specific noun pairs. We used a 

split-plot to control interstimulus priming for both factors, balance ex- 

posures, and counterbalance unintentional pairings without lengthening 

runs. Fig. 3 (see Appendix II ) shows the relationship between participant 

groups, their list pathways, stimuli lists, and list contents. We draw at- 

tention to the fact that this split-plot approach only works with the main 

item lists. The practice and distractor items cannot be included in this 

analysis. We consider this acceptable given the function of practice and 

distractor items. 

We then computerised the task. This stage gave us the opportunity 

to implement additional controls. We used a 950 ms, blank-screen inter- 

stimulus interval. We also avoided fixation crosses because of their semi- 

otic properties. Crosses are sometimes used to denote and . We wanted 

to avoid any implied associations between presentations, particularly 

because this may appeal to overinclusive thinking in schizophrenia. We 

kept wording, font, font size, and spacing relative to the centre line con- 

sistent throughout. We decided on mouse and touchscreen inputs. Par- 

ticipants respond by clicking or touching their choice or its surrounding 

area. We wanted the response process to be as intuitive and natural as 

possible due to our interest in response times. We randomised items 

at several levels. The main and distractor lists were randomised. This 

meant that the presentation order for main and distractor items was ran- 

dom. We randomised items within each list, per experimental run. This 

meant that each time a list (main or distractor) was randomly selected, 

an item from within that list was randomly presented. This randomisa- 

tion pattern changed with each participant. We block randomised list 

allocations. This means that every participant was randomly assigned 

to pathway A or B. 

Matching on linguistic ability is important in schizophrenia research 

( Heinrichs and Zakzanis, 1998 ). This is usually done with verbal IQ sub- 

scales or non-verbal reasoning tasks ( Chatzidamianos et al., 2018 ). We 

did it with the Cognitive Linguistic Quick Test (CLQT; Helm-Estabrooks, 

2001). This test uses subtasks that ask participants to generate items 

beginning with a specified letter or within a semantic category. Few re- 

searchers attempt to control for the priming effects of these assessments. 

We expected asking participants to repeat m words for one minute and 

related tasks to have some influence on their task performance in our 

experiment. We therefore block randomised the order of our screening 

measure. This means participants sat their CLQT( + ) subtasks either be- 

fore or after the experiment on random assignment. We did this to coun- 

terbalance any priming effects caused by the CLQT( + ). Visual overviews 

of our list allocations and block randomisations are under Figs. 3 and 

4 (see Appendix II ). 

3. Discussion 

The development process was a learning experience and highlighted 

a lack of work in the area. We hope that we have shown the value of 

corpus-driven norming approaches. We also hope that readers find our 

solutions to the challenges encountered interesting if not helpful. We 

would be pleased if others used our materials. 

Our design of course has limitations. It for one does not allow us 

to tell whether the preferences expressed by participants are seman- 

tic or pragmatic in nature. This could be explored by comparing task 

performance across groups with and without known pragmatic disabil- 

ities. Although we controlled for interstimulus priming and made sure 

that items occurred at equal rates within their sets, we did not resolve 

the problem of differences in set sizes, such as noun pairings appear- 

ing more often than adjective pairings. We attempted several stimuli 

arrangements to avoid this. The one presented here is the best result 

from those attempts. We expect that this problem goes away when the 

pool of candidate words is large enough. We had to weigh the balance of 

having fewer but better controlled candidate words over the opposite. 

The fact that sensory adjectives are sensitive to multiple psycholinguistic 

confounders also had a lot to do with this, creating a need for multiple 

control stages that will not be necessary for all studies. We expect that 

this type of issue is more likely to affect scalar stimuli than function 

words or common words with better inherent construct validity. 

We also recognise that the BNC may not reflect language in 

schizophrenia. Our view is supported by work that compares corpus 

and within-sample word frequency approaches. The within-sample ap- 

proach predicted positive symptoms, and the corpus did not (Gabri ć

et al. 2021). This makes sense. A corpus of speech in schizophrenia 

should offer better symptom prediction than one built to represent an 

entire language variety. We used the BNC because (1) we had no spe- 

cialised corpus and (2) our clinical participants experience British En- 

glish. We nonetheless understand the need for a schizophrenia corpus. 

This is why we interviewed our experimental participants and built one. 

We describe that corpus and its construction in another paper. 

Our main takeaways are that designing language experiments is eas- 

ier when experimental units are defined (1) early on and (2) linguisti- 

cally. 
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Appendix I 

Tables 1-12 

Table 1 

Sensory adjectives by semantic subcategory. 

Sight (X3.4) sound (X3.2) smell (X3.5) taste (X3.1) touch (X3.3) 

visual 

watchful 

scanned 

quiet 

silent 

deaf 

aromatic 

fragrant 

smelly 

sour 

spicy 

salty 

rough 

smoothed 

stroked 

Table 2 

Semantically sensory adjectives, CCT preferred syntax. 

Smell-sight sound-sight taste-sight touch-sight taste-smell 

aromatic visual 

aromatic watchful 

aromatic scanned 

fragrant visual 

fragrant watchful 

fragrant scanned 

smelly visual 

smelly watchful 

smelly scanned 

quiet visual 

quiet watchful 

quiet scanned 

silent visual 

silent watchful 

silent scanned 

deaf visual 

deaf watchful 

deaf scanned 

sour visual 

sour watchful 

sour scanned 

spicy visual 

spicy watchful 

spicy scanned 

salty visual 

salty watchful 

salty scanned 

rough visual 

rough watchful 

rough scanned 

smoothed visual 

smoothed watchful 

smoothed scanned 

stroked visual 

stroked watchful 

stroked scanned 

sour aromatic 

sour fragrant 

sour smelly 

spicy aromatic 

spicy fragrant 

spicy smelly 

salty aromatic 

salty fragrant 

salty smelly 

touch-smell 

rough aromatic 

rough fragrant 

rough smelly 

smoothed aromatic 

smoothed fragrant 

smoothed smelly 

stroked aromatic 

stroked fragrant 

stroked smelly 

smell-sound 

aromatic quiet 

aromatic silent 

aromatic deaf 

fragrant quiet 

fragrant silent 

fragrant deaf 

smelly quiet 

smelly silent 

smelly deaf 

taste-sound 

sour quiet 

sour silent 

sour deaf 

spicy quiet 

spicy silent 

spicy deaf 

salty quiet 

salty silent 

salty deaf 

touch-sound 

rough quiet 

rough silent 

rough deaf 

smoothed quiet 

smoothed silent 

smoothed deaf 

stroked quiet 

stroked silent 

stroked deaf 

touch-taste 

rough sour 

rough spicy 

rough salty 

smoothed sour 

smoothed spicy 

smoothed salty 

stroked sour 

stroked spicy 

stroked salty 

Table 3 

Semantically sensory adjectives, CCT nonpreferred syntax. 

Sight-smell sight-sound sight-taste sight-touch smell-taste 

visual aromatic 

watchful aromatic 

scanned aromatic 

visual fragrant 

watchful fragrant 

scanned fragrant 

visual smelly 

watchful smelly 

scanned smelly 

visual quiet 

watchful quiet 

scanned quiet 

visual silent 

watchful silent 

scanned silent 

visual deaf 

watchful deaf 

scanned deaf 

visual sour 

watchful sour 

scanned sour 

visual spicy 

watchful spicy 

scanned spicy 

visual salty 

watchful salty 

scanned salty 

visual rough 

watchful rough 

scanned rough 

visual smoothed 

watchful smoothed 

scanned smoothed 

visual stroked 

watchful stroked 

scanned stroked 

aromatic sour 

fragrant sour 

smelly sour 

aromatic spicy 

fragrant spicy 

smelly spicy 

aromatic salty 

fragrant salty 

smelly salty 

smell-touch sound-smell sound-taste sound-touch taste-touch 

aromatic rough 

fragrant rough 

smelly rough 

aromatic smoothed 

fragrant smoothed 

smelly smoothed 

aromatic stroked 

fragrant stroked 

smelly stroked 

quiet aromatic 

silent aromatic 

deaf aromatic 

quiet fragrant 

silent fragrant 

deaf fragrant 

quiet smelly 

silent smelly 

deaf smelly 

quiet sour 

silent sour 

deaf sour 

quiet spicy 

silent spicy 

deaf spicy 

quiet salty 

silent salty 

deaf salty 

quiet rough 

silent rough 

deaf rough 

quiet smoothed 

silent smoothed 

deaf smoothed 

quiet stroked 

silent stroked 

deaf stroked 

sour rough 

spicy rough 

salty rough 

sour smoothed 

spicy smoothed 

salty smoothed 

sour stroked 

spicy stroked 

salty stroked 
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Table 4 

Semantically concrete and abstract nouns. 

Concrete (O2: general 

object) 

abstract (X2.1: thought, 

belief) 

edge 

sharpener 

boomerang 

opinion 

attitude 

consideration 

Table 5 

Concrete-first noun pairs. 

Concrete first (O2-X2.1) 

edge opinion 

edge attitude 

edge consideration 

sharpener opinion 

sharpener attitude 

sharpener consideration 

boomerang opinion 

boomerang attitude 

boomerang consideration 

Table 6 

Abstract-first noun pairs. 

Abstract first (X2.1-O2) 

opinion edge 

opinion sharpener 

opinion boomerang 

attitude edge 

attitude sharpener 

attitude boomerang 

consideration edge 

consideration sharpener 

consideration boomerang 

Table 7 

Pathway A, items 1 to 45: nonpreferred-syntax primes, literal-first 

nouns; items 45 to 90: preferred-syntax primes, abstract-first nouns. 

Prime response 

visual aromatic 

watchful aromatic 

scanned aromatic 

visual fragrant 

watchful fragrant 

scanned fragrant 

visual smelly 

watchful smelly 

scanned smelly 

visual quiet 

watchful quiet 

scanned quiet 

visual silent 

watchful silent 

scanned silent 

visual deaf 

watchful deaf 

scanned deaf 

visual sour 

watchful sour 

scanned sour 

visual spicy 

watchful spicy 

scanned spicy 

visual salty 

watchful salty 

scanned salty 

visual rough 

watchful rough 

scanned rough 

visual smoothed 

watchful smoothed 

scanned smoothed 

edge opinion 

edge attitude 

edge consideration 

sharpener opinion 

sharpener attitude 

sharpener consideration 

boomerang opinion 

boomerang attitude 

boomerang consideration 

edge opinion 

edge attitude 

edge consideration 

sharpener opinion 

sharpener attitude 

sharpener consideration 

boomerang opinion 

boomerang attitude 

boomerang consideration 

edge opinion 

edge attitude 

edge consideration 

sharpener opinion 

sharpener attitude 

sharpener consideration 

boomerang opinion 

boomerang attitude 

boomerang consideration 

edge opinion 

edge attitude 

edge consideration 

sharpener opinion 

sharpener attitude 

sharpener consideration 

Table 7 

(continued) 

Prime response 

visual stroked 

watchful stroked 

scanned stroked 

aromatic sour 

fragrant sour 

smelly sour 

aromatic spicy 

fragrant spicy 

smelly spicy 

aromatic salty 

fragrant salty 

smelly salty 

rough aromatic 

rough fragrant 

rough smelly 

smoothed aromatic 

smoothed fragrant 

smoothed smelly 

stroked aromatic 

stroked fragrant 

stroked smelly 

aromatic quiet 

aromatic silent 

aromatic deaf 

fragrant quiet 

fragrant silent 

fragrant deaf 

smelly quiet 

smelly silent 

smelly deaf 

sour quiet 

sour silent 

sour deaf 

spicy quiet 

spicy silent 

spicy deaf 

salty quiet 

salty silent 

salty deaf 

rough quiet 

rough silent 

rough deaf 

smoothed quiet 

smoothed silent 

smoothed deaf 

stroked quiet 

stroked silent 

stroked deaf 

rough sour 

rough spicy 

rough salty 

smoothed sour 

smoothed spicy 

smoothed salty 

stroked sour 

stroked spicy 

stroked salty 

boomerang opinion 

boomerang attitude 

boomerang consideration 

edge opinion 

edge attitude 

edge consideration 

sharpener opinion 

sharpener attitude 

sharpener consideration 

boomerang opinion 

boomerang attitude 

boomerang consideration 

opinion edge 

opinion sharpener 

opinion boomerang 

attitude edge 

attitude sharpener 

attitude boomerang 

consideration edge 

consideration sharpener 

consideration boomerang 

opinion edge 

opinion sharpener 

opinion boomerang 

attitude edge 

attitude sharpener 

attitude boomerang 

consideration edge 

consideration sharpener 

consideration boomerang 

opinion edge 

opinion sharpener 

opinion boomerang 

attitude edge 

attitude sharpener 

attitude boomerang 

consideration edge 

consideration sharpener 

consideration boomerang 

opinion edge 

opinion sharpener 

opinion boomerang 

attitude edge 

attitude sharpener 

attitude boomerang 

consideration edge 

consideration sharpener 

consideration boomerang 

opinion edge 

opinion sharpener 

opinion boomerang 

attitude edge 

attitude sharpener 

attitude boomerang 

consideration edge 

consideration sharpener 

consideration boomerang 
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Table 8 

Pathway B, items 1 to 45: preferred-syntax primes, literal-first nouns; 

items 45 to 90: nonpreferred-syntax primes, abstract-first nouns. 

Prime response 

aromatic visual 

aromatic watchful 

aromatic scanned 

fragrant visual 

fragrant watchful 

fragrant scanned 

smelly visual 

smelly watchful 

smelly scanned 

quiet visual 

quiet watchful 

quiet scanned 

silent visual 

silent watchful 

silent scanned 

deaf visual 

deaf watchful 

deaf scanned 

sour visual 

sour watchful 

sour scanned 

spicy visual 

spicy watchful 

spicy scanned 

salty visual 

salty watchful 

salty scanned 

rough visual 

rough watchful 

rough scanned 

smoothed visual 

smoothed watchful 

smoothed scanned 

stroked visual 

stroked watchful 

stroked scanned 

sour aromatic 

sour fragrant 

sour smelly 

spicy aromatic 

spicy fragrant 

spicy smelly 

salty aromatic 

salty fragrant 

salty smelly 

aromatic rough 

fragrant rough 

smelly rough 

aromatic smoothed 

fragrant smoothed 

smelly smoothed 

aromatic stroked 

fragrant stroked 

smelly stroked 

quiet aromatic 

silent aromatic 

deaf aromatic 

quiet fragrant 

silent fragrant 

deaf fragrant 

quiet smelly 

silent smelly 

deaf smelly 

quiet sour 

silent sour 

deaf sour 

quiet spicy 

silent spicy 

deaf spicy 

quiet salty 

silent salty 

deaf salty 

quiet rough 

silent rough 

edge opinion 

edge attitude 

edge consideration 

sharpener opinion 

sharpener attitude 

sharpener consideration 

boomerang opinion 

boomerang attitude 

boomerang consideration 

edge opinion 

edge attitude 

edge consideration 

sharpener opinion 

sharpener attitude 

sharpener consideration 

boomerang opinion 

boomerang attitude 

boomerang consideration 

edge opinion 

edge attitude 

edge consideration 

sharpener opinion 

sharpener attitude 

sharpener consideration 

boomerang opinion 

boomerang attitude 

boomerang consideration 

edge opinion 

edge attitude 

edge consideration 

sharpener opinion 

sharpener attitude 

sharpener consideration 

boomerang opinion 

boomerang attitude 

boomerang consideration 

edge opinion 

edge attitude 

edge consideration 

sharpener opinion 

sharpener attitude 

sharpener consideration 

boomerang opinion 

boomerang attitude 

boomerang consideration 

opinion edge 

opinion sharpener 

opinion boomerang 

attitude edge 

attitude sharpener 

attitude boomerang 

consideration edge 

consideration sharpener 

consideration boomerang 

opinion edge 

opinion sharpener 

opinion boomerang 

attitude edge 

attitude sharpener 

attitude boomerang 

consideration edge 

consideration sharpener 

consideration boomerang 

opinion edge 

opinion sharpener 

opinion boomerang 

attitude edge 

attitude sharpener 

attitude boomerang 

consideration edge 

consideration sharpener 

consideration boomerang 

opinion edge 

opinion sharpener 

Table 8 

(continued) 

Prime response 

deaf rough 

quiet smoothed 

silent smoothed 

deaf smoothed 

quiet stroked 

silent stroked 

deaf stroked 

sour rough 

spicy rough 

salty rough 

sour smoothed 

spicy smoothed 

salty smoothed 

sour stroked 

spicy stroked 

salty stroked 

opinion boomerang 

attitude edge 

attitude sharpener 

attitude boomerang 

consideration edge 

consideration sharpener 

consideration boomerang 

opinion edge 

opinion sharpener 

opinion boomerang 

attitude edge 

attitude sharpener 

attitude boomerang 

consideration edge 

consideration sharpener 

consideration boomerang 

Table 9 

Practice List A. 

Prime response 

aromatic sharpener edge 

fragrant boomerang edge 

smelly boomerang sharpener 

sour sharpener edge 

spicy boomerang edge 

salty boomerang sharpener 

visual sharpener edge 

watchful boomerang edge 

scanned boomerang sharpener 

quiet sharpener edge 

silent boomerang edge 

deaf boomerang sharpener 

rough sharpener edge 

smoothed boomerang edge 

stroked boomerang sharpener 

Table 10 

Practice List B. 

Prime response 

aromatic attitude opinion 

fragrant consideration opinion 

smelly consideration attitude 

sour attitude opinion 

spicy consideration opinion 

salty consideration attitude 

visual attitude opinion 

watchful consideration opinion 

scanned consideration attitude 

quiet attitude opinion 

silent consideration opinion 

deaf consideration attitude 

rough attitude opinion 

smoothed consideration opinion 

stroked consideration attitude 
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Table 11 

Distractor List A,. 

Prime response 

fragrant aromatic attitude opinion 

smelly aromatic consideration opinion 

smelly fragrant consideration attitude 

spicy sour attitude opinion 

salty sour consideration opinion 

salty spicy consideration attitude 

watchful visual attitude opinion 

scanned visual consideration opinion 

scanned watchful consideration attitude 

silent quiet attitude opinion 

deaf quiet consideration opinion 

deaf silent consideration attitude 

smoothed rough attitude opinion 

stroked rough consideration opinion 

stroked smoothed consideration attitude 

Table 12 

Distractor List B. 

Prime response 

aromatic fragrant sharpener edge 

aromatic smelly boomerang edge 

fragrant smelly boomerang sharpener 

sour spicy sharpener edge 

sour salty boomerang edge 

spicy salty boomerang sharpener 

visual watchful sharpener edge 

visual scanned boomerang edge 

watchful scanned boomerang sharpener 

quiet silent sharpener edge 

quiet deaf boomerang edge 

silent deaf boomerang sharpener 

rough smoothed sharpener edge 

rough stroked boomerang edge 

smoothed stroked boomerang sharpener 

Appendix II 

Figs. 1-4 

Fig. 1. Example presentation, annotated for the reader. 
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Fig. 2. Groups, pathways, main item lists, and list contents in split-plot 

Note 

syntax1 prime = CCT preferred syntax prime 

syntax2 prime = CCT nonpreferred syntax prime 

syntax1 noun = concrete-first noun pair 

syntax2 noun = abstract-first noun pair 

Group A = clinical cohort 

Group C = comparison cohort 

List 1 = pathway A (List A, Practice List A, Distractor List A) 

List 2 = pathway B (List B, Practice List B, Distractor List B). 

Fig. 3. List contents and randomisation. 
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Fig. 4. Group, list, assessment, and sublist block randomisations. 
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